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 چکیده 

مانند خانواده  یاساس یدرمان اختلال افسردگ یجامع برا یبه عنوان مداخله ا (FPE)خانواده  یآموزش روان یرامروزه از تأث

است، مقاله حاضر  یزبرانگ بحث یموضوع یبر افسردگ یشناخت آموزش روان یکه اثربخش ییشود. از آنجا یاستفاده م یدرمان

انجام  یاز اختلالات افسردگ یعیوس یفمبتلا به ط یمارانب یبر رو یشناخت آموزش روان ینهزم دراست که  یبر پژوهش یمبتن

مطالعات  ییشناسا یرا برا  Web of Scienceو  PubMed ،MEDLINEاز جمله  -داده  یگاهپا ینما چند شده است.

ما شامل مطالعات  یارهای. معیممنتشر شده بود، جستجو کرد 2014 یهدر مورد موضوع مورد علاقه که تا ژوئ یطواجد شرا

خانواده و مطالعات حذف شده در مورد افراد  یو آنها بود. اعضا اسیاس یاختلال افسردگ یهاول یصکنندگان با تشخ شرکت

 یزوافکتیو،مرتبط با مصرف مواد، اختلال اسک یبا علائم خلق اختلالات ی،مرز یتاختلال شخص ی،مبتلا به اختلالات دوقطب

 یمبتلا به افسردگ یمارانب یبر رو یمطالعه مداخله ا 12. بود یروان یماری. بیرهو غ یاز اختلالات پزشک یناش یعلائم خلق

مقاله  4 ین،بنابرا؛ متناقض حذف شدند یمحتوا یلاز آنها به دلمقاله شد. هشت  یافتخانواده آنها  یاعضا یلاتو تحص یاساس

بر  یمحسوس یرکنترل تأث یطخانواده نسبت به شرا یمطالعات مورد مطالعه، آموزش روانشناخت یجشد. با توجه به نتا یبررس

را بهبود  MDD ینیتواند علائم بال یخانواده م یآموزش رواناز آن است که  یحاک پژوهش داشت. یمارانشدت علائم ب

 استفاده شود. یافسردگ یدرمان یتوسط متخصص سلامت روان در برنامه ها یدبا ینبرابنا؛ بخشد

 

 ینیخانواده، علائم بال یآموزش روان ی،اساس یاختلال افسردگ :یدیکل های واژه
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Abstract 
 
Today, the effect of Family Psychoeducation (FPE) is used as a comprehensive intervention for the treatment of 

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), such as family therapy. Since the effectiveness of psychological education 

on depression is a controversial issue, the present article is based on the research conducted in the field of 

psychological education on patients with a range of depressive disorders. We searched several databases - 

including PubMed, MEDLINE, and Web of Science - to identify eligible studies on the topic of interest 

published up to July 2014. Our criteria included studies of participants with a primary diagnosis of major 

depressive disorder and their family members and excluded studies of individuals with bipolar disorders, 

borderline personality disorder, disorders with substance use-related mood symptoms, schizoaffective disorder, 

mood symptoms due to medical disorders, and others. It was mental illness. 12 interventional studies on patients 

with major depression and education of their family members were found. Eight of them were excluded due to 

inconsistent content. So, 4 articles were reviewed. According to the results of the studied studies, psychological 

education of the family had a noticeable effect on the severity of the patients' symptoms compared to the control 

conditions. It seems that family psychoeducation can improve clinical symptoms of MDD. So, it should be used 

by mental health specialist in treatment plans of depression. 
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Introduction 

Depression is a very common mental health disease with a high economic and social disease 

burden on societies (1-4) and a leading cause of disability worldwide (5). 

Data from combined studies from 30 countries show that the one-year and lifetime 

prevalence rates of depression are 7.2% and 10.8%, respectively. In addition, its high risk of 

continuous recurrence indicates an increased disease burden (6). 

Patients who have experienced their first episode of depression are more than 50% at risk of 

relapse (7). 

Despite the availability of effective drug treatments and psychological interventions, there 

are still cases resistant to treatment (8-10), which requires better access of patients to health 

resources and support from society (11). 

However, despite the need of patients to receive psychological services, due to the difficulty 

of accessing mental health specialists (12), or long waiting lines (13), receiving these 

services is not possible in some cases. As a result, health services needed to change their 

approach, which has led to receiving psychological services in the form of psychological 

education (14), which has a lower economic burden for patients and their families (15). 

In addition to the individual effects of depression, the presence of depression disorder in a 

family member also has a significant impact on other family members (16). 
For many families, the diagnosis of major depressive disorder means long and difficult 

periods of illness that are associated with high stress, higher divorce rates (6) and lower 

quality of life (17). 

Similar results in another study showed that many relatives expressed a feeling of not living 

for themselves after living with a depressed person for a long time. Depression affects not 

only family dynamics, but also the social and occupational life of relatives (18). 

On the other hand, based on the evidence, caregivers' coping strategies, such as problem 

solving, positive thinking, and avoidance, affect both their mental health and the patients' 

mental health. Caregivers' use of positive thinking and problem solving has been associated 

with reducing their anxiety levels. On the other hand, the use of caregivers' avoidance, 

depression and anxiety strategies also increases patients' anxiety (19). 

These results show that it is important for both patients and caregivers to get proper 

information about how to treat depression and implement effective coping strategies against 

everyday problems in order to recover from depression and maintain mental health. 
One of the important topics that predicts the recurrence of depression is expressed 

excitement. Since 1982, family intervention studies using expressed emotion have 

demonstrated the effects of family psychoeducation in relapse prevention (20). 

The main one is predicted to be expressed as a critical, hostile or overly emotional attitude or 

behavior towards the patient (21). Patients living with relatives with high EE have a 

significantly higher risk of relapse compared to patients living with relatives with low EE 

(22). 

Psychotherapy through psychological education (PEP) is one of the 3 tested methods of 

family psychological education along with skill building. PEP is family-based and includes 

psychoeducation and skill building. PEP helps reduce anger, mood symptoms, disruptive 

behavior, and executive functioning deficits. PEP may improve functioning and increase 

appropriate use of services for years after initial treatment. Family psychoeducation may 

improve emotional distress and caregiving burden experienced by relatives (23). 

Family psychoeducation (FPE) is recognized as an important part of optimal treatment, along 

with medication and counseling, for people with psychotic disorders (24). 

FPE is more than just providing information. This method ensures that people understand the 

disease. Importantly, FPE focuses on enhancing problem-solving skills, communication and 
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coping skills, and increasing social support for managing mental illness. In family therapy, 

the family itself is the object of treatment, while in the FPE approach, the disease is the 

object of treatment, rather than the family. This intervention has been shown to reduce 

relapse rates and hospital admissions among people with psychotic disorders and reduce 

caregiver distress (25,26). 

 However, FPE is not yet widely available for individuals with MDD and their families. 

Several studies report the effectiveness of FPE on patients diagnosed with MDD. Shimazu 

and colleagues investigated the effect of FPE in the treatment of people with MDD compared 

to the control group. FPE consisted of four sessions for caregivers without patient 

participation. Findings showed that FPE was effective in relapse prevention for up to 9 

months in adults with MDD (27). 

The results of some studies suggested that FPE intervention helped to reduce personal and 

family problems caused by depression and improve social contact, although the follow-up 

period in this study was short (6 months), with no clarity on long-term effects. To date, there 

have been limited systematic studies investigating the efficacy of FPE on patients diagnosed 

with MDD. Our clinical question therefore is whether FPE reduces symptom severity in 

subjects with MDD compared to controls. The aim of this systematic review is to evaluate 

the evidence regarding the effectiveness of FPE on the severity of depressive symptoms in 

people with MDD. 
 

Materials and Methods 

We searched PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase, PsycInfo, Cochrane, Emcare, and Web of 

Science databases to identify eligible studies of FPE for MDD, from inception to July 2014. 

The search included all relevant terms, such as family education, family psychoeducation, 

family, family therapy, family relationships, family health, health education, 

psychoeducation, family therapy, and family intervention, combined with the words 

depressive disorder. The abstracts identified during the search were reviewed and 

independently screened by the authors. Potentially eligible articles were read to review 

eligibility criteria. 
Inclusion criteria 

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and studies without a control or comparison group were 

included if they met the other inclusion criteria. All published and unpublished randomized 

controlled trials (RCTs) were included. 

The study population included patients with a primary diagnosis of MDD based on DSM or 

ICD criteria and their family members. Studies of family psychoeducation intervention for 

family/relatives with MDD aged 18–85 years were included. There were no restrictions on 

participants' gender, ethnicity, or comorbidities. 
The following studies were excluded: patients whose primary diagnosis was schizophrenia, 

bipolar disorders, Alzheimer's disease, anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, psychotic episodes 

or epilepsy, patients with MDD secondary to physical illness were excluded from the study. 
 

Results 

 

12 articles were selected. Then 8 articles were excluded due to inconsistent content. Finally, 

4 articles were remained. The data related to these articles were presented in Table 1. 
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Table1 

Authors Year Country Population Outcomes 

Timmerby et 

al. 

2016 Denmark Families of 100 

MDD patients 

Reduced relapse of MDD in 9-

momth follow-up through 

Hamilton depression scale 

Shimodera 

et al. 

2012 Japan First relatives of 

57 MDD patients 

The intervention group had 

more free-relapse days and 

psychoeducation is a cost-

effective intervention. 

Shimazu et 

al. 

2011 Japan Families of 57 

MDD patients 

Time to relapse was statistically 

significantly longer in the 

psychoeducation group than in 

the control group (P= 0.002). 

The relapse rates up to the 9-

month follow-up were 8% and 

50% respectively. 

Sanford et 

al. 

2006 England Families of 41 

adolescents with 

MDD 

The experimental group 

showed greater improvement in 

social functioning and 

adolescent-parent relationships, 

and parents reported greater 

satisfaction with treatment. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

 The present review article aimed to assess the effectiveness of FPE on the severity of 

depressive symptoms, relapse, and satisfaction about treatment in people with MDD. 
Although some studies assessed psycho-education in patients, there are limited studies which 

are related to family psychoeducation without patients' participation. The findings related to 

the four mentioned articles indicated that FPE is a cost-effective intervention, and is 

associated to the lower risk of relapse, and longer relapse-free days in patients with MDD. 

Also, family psycho-education leads to improved patient-family relationship and social 

function in patients, which may be related to improvement in clinical symptoms. 

 In this line, Timmerby et al. assessed relatives of 100 MDD patients, who recruited in two 

groups of family psycho-education and social support. Both groups received four sessions of 

intervention. The results indicated that family psychoeducation is effective on quick response 

to the treatment of the disease, provision of social support platform, recovery, prevention of 

disease recurrence and reduction of the disease burden (29). This findings are consistent with 

the results concluded by Shimodera et al. and Shimazu et al. (27,30). 

 In the study of Shimazu et al., Fisher's exact test (P = 0.002) showed that family 

psychoeducation significantly reduces disease recurrence (27). The studies about family 

psychoeducation are not limited to depression. The results of Salem et al.'s study in the field 

of psychological training and skill building for emotional dysregulation on bipolar patients 

showed that there has been a significant improvement in the severity of mood symptoms and 

also the executive function and overall performance of the patients. In the mentioned study, 

84% of the parents reported that the child's symptoms decreased during the trial period. 82% 

reported improvement of symptoms in the following years. 50% of parents reported learning 
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their child's ability to cope with stress. 47% reported a long-term reduction in irritability and 

discomfort. 87% reported improvement in family functioning. 82% of the adolescents in this 

study reported that their symptoms decreased during the course, 68% of them reported that 

the improvement of symptoms remained after the treatment period. 62% of them reported 

feeling less upset and nervous. 59% reported feeling more relaxed and 79% reported 

improvement in family functioning (23). 

 This study is also in line with the study by Sanford et al. in England. In this study, families 

of 41 adolescents with MDD were divided into two groups. The average recurrence time for 

the intervention group was 274 days and for the control group was 221 days. In this study, 

there was no significant difference in other variables such as sex, age, education, living 

conditions, basic scores on the Hamilton and Beck depression scale, and the basic dose of 

antidepressants. In this study, the parents of the experimental group were more satisfied than 

the control group. The average satisfaction scores (standard deviation) of parents in the 

experimental group was equal to 29.4 (4.8) and in the control group was 24.5 (4.9). These 

findings revealed the effectiveness of family psychoeducation for MDD (31). 

 On the other hand, in a study by Shimodera et al. in Japan, on the cost-effectiveness of 

family psychological training to prevent relapse of depression, they found that family 

psychoeducation is beneficial and most likely, it is cost-effective in 90% of cases. This 

benefit was demonstrated by reduced costs and fewer relapse days (30). 

 According to the above studies, it seems that family psychoeducation can be used as a cost-

effective and effective treatment in many interventions. Since in Iran, there are very few 

randomized trial studies with an acceptable sample size that have been conducted under 

controlled conditions, and they have mainly been conducted in psychiatric hospitals for 

severe and debilitating disorders such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Therefore it is 

suggested that other disorders such as major depressive disorder, anxiety disorders, eating 

disorders, obsessive compulsive disorders, psychosomatic diseases and even clients who do 

not have acute clinical symptoms, considered for research in the field of family 

psychoeducation. 

 

 Conclusion 

Based on the results of reviewed articles, family psychoeducation is a cost-effective 

intervention, and is associated to the lower risk of relapse, and longer relapse-free days in 

patients with MDD. Also, family psychoeducation leads to better patient-family relationship 

and social function in patients, which may be related to improvement in clinical symptoms. 
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